
The Minimalist Method: Decluttering Your Schedule

The Minimalist Method incorporates the belief that you do not have to get all of
your to-dos done before you allow yourself to rest. As a business owner, you
shouldn’t sacrifice your wellbeing to complete that list. If you’re not taking care of
yourself and setting those boundaries, you can’t show up 100% for your business
or the people that you care about.

Another part of the Minimalist Method is learning how to declutter that to-do list.
After all, whatever is on your must-get-done list is supposed to be productive.
Taking the time to analyze what really are the Shoulds and which tasks aren’t
bringing you clients is essential to creating a productive schedule that doesn’t
overwhelm you.

Here is how you can discover which tasks you should keep.

Step 1: Make Your List

Write out all of the things you do for your business. This can be items such as
posting to Facebook, tracking your expenses, answering client emails, etc. Make
sure that you leave some space between items.



Step 2: Rate Your Enjoyment

Once you have the full list, rate each task from 1-10 based on how much you enjoy
doing it.

Step 3: Rate Each Task’s Productivity

Using the same 1-10 scale, rate the items you have listed based on how well they’ve
benefited you. Has the task generated a significant amount of income? Does it
bring you fulfillment, and if so, how much? Has it brought you engagement or
inquiries? You may rate these based on how they’ve directly and indirectly
brought you income, fulfillment, engagement, and inquiries.

Step 4: Evaluate

Now that you’ve rated each task, it’s time to decide which items are your true
Shoulds. Analyze your list based on the ratings and choose which of these tasks
you can delegate to others. Which tasks are, in actuality, time-wasters? Which
ones can you declutter completely from your daily schedule?

When you’re looking at these tasks, your mind might say, “But I can't delegate this
out! I'd have to correct people, check it, etc. I can't remove this task because then
everyone will think this or that.”

Remember to be open to solutions, even if that means you have to put trust in
others. Decluttering your tasks will help to ease your mind and your schedule.
There is a way to make it work!



And always keep in mind: It's okay to resist the urge to be helpful when you're not
the best fit to help. It's okay to change your mind if you committed to doing
something, but you realize it would be a disservice to others if you did it. It’s okay
to give that task to someone else who can easily pick it up.

You can sit down and do this exercise more than once. Don’t be afraid to
rearrange and redetermine your schedule and tasks, especially as your business
grows. By doing this evaluation, you are making the choice to do what is best for
you and your business.


